We study singularities which can form in a spherically symmetric gravitational collapse of a general matter field obeying weak energy condition. We show that no energy can reach an outside observer from a null naked singularity. That means they will not be a serious threat to the Cosmic Censorship Conjecture (CCC). For the timelike naked singularities, where only the central shell gets singular, the redshift is always finite and they can in principle, carry energy to a faraway observer. Hence for proving or disproving CCC the study of timelike naked singularities will be more important. Our results are very general and are independent of initial data and the form of the matter.
In the late stages of stellar evolution, when the star burns out all its nuclear fuel and the mass of the remnant is large enough, no known force in nature can support the core against its own gravity. In such a case we expect continued gravitational collapse leading to a singularity. Similarly one expects there will be very small mass primordial black holes which form in the early universe and also super-massive black holes at the galactic centers and they will also contain a singularity. The singularity theorems [1] guarantee formation of a singularity if there is a trapped surface. But singularities could also form without formation of a trapped surface. In such cases information can go out from such a (naked) singularity and there can be a breakdown of predictability. We do not know what laws of physics will apply at the singularity and typically we would like to avoid such a situation.
Penrose [2] proposed CCC for the same purpose. CCC demands that the singularities which form in a gravitational collapse should never be visible to an outside observer or they should be hidden inside a horizon. Proving or disproving CCC is one of the most important open problems in general relativity and black hole physics. There are many specific examples of naked singularities as well as many cases directly or indirectly supporting the conjecture [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . Most of these studies are based on showing the existence of the outgoing radial null geodesics (ORNGs) from the singularity.
But even if such geodesics come out, whether one can actually observe them is currently an open question. Most of these studies are for specific form of matter and initial data hence cannot prove or disprove CCC immediately as formulation of CCC will need certain general form of matter and initial data.
In this work, we show that null naked singularity which forms in a spherically symmetric collapse of a general matter field can never be observed. We conclude this by showing that at the most, along one singular geodesic the redshift remains finite, while along all other (infinite family of) singular geodesics the redshift diverges. Earlier Deshingkar et al. [6] had shown a similar result for the Tolman-Bondi-Lemaître (TBL) dust model. For the null singularities, this gives a strong evidence in support of CCC, as even though geodesics come out from the singularity we will not be able to see them as no energy or information will reach an observer from such a singularity. For the singularity to be observed the redshift should be finite for finite duration. We need a wavepacket to carry energy not just one or two wavefronts. We also show that the redshift for timelike naked singularities is always finite and they could be visible to an outside observer. Our conclusions are based on few natural assumptions and are independent of the initial data and the form of the matter (apart from it being a type I matter field [1] ). This means study of timelike singularities will be crucial in proving or disproving CCC. In this paper we give the basic idea and a brief argument for the proof, the details can be found elsewhere [16] .
The metric for a general spherically symmetric spacetime in comoving coordinates can be written as
where dΩ 2 = dθ 2 + sin 2 θdφ 2 , is the line element of two-sphere. ν, ψ and R (also called the area radius) are functions of t and r. All the metric functions are assumed to be C 2 differentiable (except at the singularity). The matter is assumed to be any type I matter field obeying the weak energy condition. For such matter the stress energy tensor T a b has diagonal form in these coordinates and is written as,
One can write down all the Einstein equations [14] and knowing the equation of state one can devise a scheme to solve them in a self consistent manner. But we only need couple of Einstein's equations for our purpose and they are written as,
where we have defined, f (t, r) = e −2ψ (R ′ ) 2 − 1 and F = F (t, r) is an arbitrary functions of t and r. In our notation prime and over-dot denote partial derivatives with respect to r and t respectively. For dust and perfect fluid collapse, F is the mass function. For dust f = f (r) is the energy function. The R(t, r) = 0 represents formation of a shell focusing singularity and we concentrate on these singularities. We assume there are no shell crossings near the central singularity. Though the shell crossing singularities may arise, they are believed to be weak singularities through which extension of spacetime is expected to be possible and hence they are not considered important for cosmic censorship conjecture. As there are no shell crossings (R ′ > 0) near the center, weak energy condition implies ρ is positive i.e. F ′ and F are positive.
We just assume that singularity forms in the gravitational collapse and perform the analysis of geodesics near the singularity. We will study ORNGs, but the analysis can be easily generalized to nonradial as well as timelike geodesics. We are studying collapse i.e.
Ṙ ≤ 0 solution. Along ORNGs we can write,
and the geodesic tangent vectors
(λ is an affine parameter) has to satisfy the differential equation for geodesics, which on integration gives,
where k 0 is constant of integration related to energy. All the equations so far are exact and general.
From Eq. (4) we can see that, at R = F , the area radius along the ORNGs starts decreasing with increasing r and that represents the apparent horizon. Typically we expect F to be nonzero when r > 0. This implies that the non-central shell focusing singularity will always be covered as seen from Eq. (4). Therefore we only need to analyze the r = 0 shell focusing singularity to check for its visibility.
Eq. (3) can be written as,
, where in the last part we have substituted f r = f e 2ν and F r = F e 2ν . First we check, the restrictions f r and F r are required to satisfy for regularity on an initial surface and get a local solution of R near the central singularity. Then we use it to see whether geodesics can come out from the singularity and calculate K t , redshift and luminosity. We rescale the time coordinates to set e 2ν = 1 at r = 0.
In general if we do the scaling such that on a nonsingular surface near the center (or just before the central singularity is formed) R = r, then for the density to be finite on that surface we need to the lowest order F r ∝ r 3 and f r ∝ r 2 . If the collapse is monotonous (or at least locally monotonous) then R(t, r) can be inverted to get t(r, R). We assume f r and F r to be expandable in terms of power series in r, R around (r = 0, R = 0). The series can have positive as well as negative powers. In general
with our scaling. We can have similar kind of expansion for f r . On a nonsingular surfacė R 2 ∝ r 2 i.e. R ∝ r (else there is a contradiction). Any terms with positive power of R in the numerator will be unimportant at the singularity as R goes to zero faster there. In term like R b 2 + h(r) both parts have to retain their dominance then R can have two possible forms.
(1) R b 2 ∝ h(r) + q(t, r), where q(t, r)/h(r) → 0 as r → 0. In this case collapse has to stop at radius R = h 1/b 2 and there will be rebounce. This case leads to a timelike singularity or a regular solution as discussed later.
(2) Other possibility is when
If on a non-singular surface both h(r) and R b 2 have equal power of r then on singular surface R b 2 term will be unimportant.
If on singular surface both terms have same power of r then h(r) will be unimportant before the singular surface. This leads to black holes or null naked singularities as seen below.
We can have combination of terms with R and r many of them giving same power of r on a t = constant non-singular or singular surface. But the leading order behavior in these cases remains similar to the case where there is only one term of that order. Hence the cases we discuss below essentially cover the most general kind of behavior one can get.
In the case when there are only two terms in theṘ 2 equation, of the form
R b 2 , near the center integrating it we get a hypergeometric function. As long as there is no bounce, it can be expanded near center as some constant plus higher power terms in r and R . Even for more general form of functions with many terms we get similar behavior and we can write near the center,
where, α and α 1 are constants. As such even intuitively we would expect R to have above form near the center when there is continued gravitational collapse without a rebounce. To satisfy Einstein equation (3) we need that till we reach the singular surface (t = t 0 (0)), Q(r)
is proportional to r. The scaling R ∝ r has to change on singular surface (t = t 0 (0)) for the singularity to form at the center and if different shells get singular at different times then the singular time for them can be written as t 0 (r) and so R near the center will have form given in Eq. (6). Differentiating Eq. (6) we obtain,
where η ≡ rQ ′ αQ , X ≡ R/r β and typically we choose β such that ζ ≡ Q(r)t ′ 0 (r) αr αβ−1 is finite. If we have geodesics coming out of the singularity then along singular ORNGs,
where U(X, r β ) = dR/dr β along the geodesics. If this equation has a real positive root X 0 with β > 1 then the singularity is naked. This equation has either two real positive roots or no real positive root.
Now to check whether a family of geodesics come out along a given direction, we write the area radius along the geodesic as R ≈ X 0 r β + w(r), where w(r) is a function through which behavior of the family comes out. For the family to exist w(r) should go to zero faster than r β . Substituting this in the null geodesic equation (8) near the singularity we get,
In V(X), the coefficient of highest power of X is negative. Hence along the larger root
is negative while it is positive along the smaller root. Integrating Eq. (9) we see that along the larger root w(r) does not go to zero as r goes to zero and there is only one geodesic coming out of this direction. While along smaller root w(r) = De that at the central singularity K t remains finite along the larger root and it blows up as a negative exponential power of r along the smaller root direction [6] . This exponential divergence is not very surprising as these geodesic stay very close to apparent horizon near the center. We get similar behavior for K t when f r term dominates near singularity and blows up near the center for F r < R.
If the value of β for finite ζ is such that F/R is finite and F/R < 1 then from Eq. 
In the first case one needs (a for the first case and R(r) ≈ a(r) + e −Db/a b 1 for the second case, where D is a constant of integration labeling the infinite family of geodesics. Harada et al. [11] had obtained a exponential family in the case of HIN solution for counter-rotating particles. In all such cases from Eq. (5) one can see K t remains finite at r = 0. In the third case center just gets momentarily singular and then there is a rebounce; all the shells reach R = a(r) radius in finite time and immediately bounce off. We get only one outgoing ORNG from the singularity and K t is always finite. Now we calculate the redshift for these rays. Taking the source of radiation at naked singularity at r = 0 and observer at some r = r o , which have four-velocities u
In the evaluation of the redshift, the behavior of the tangent vector component K t is important. It is finite at the nonsingular observer. Due to the divergence of K t for the infinite family, redshift diverges for any non-singular observer.
The observed intensity I p of a point source [19] is I p = P 0 A 0 (1+z) 2 , where P 0 is the power radiated by the source into the solid angle δΩ, and A 0 is the area sustained by the rays at the observer. The redshift factor (1 + z) 2 appears because the power radiated is not the same as power received by the observer. In case of ORNGs A 0 ∝ R 2 0 where R 0 is the area radius of the observer. As the redshift diverges and A 0 is finite, classically the luminosity for all null naked singularity along such families vanishes and no energy can reach an outside observer from the null singularities.
Basically, for energy to reach an outside observer, the redshift should be finite for nonzero duration. In this case at the most it is finite along the first singular geodesic ( it is just an instant) while it diverges very rapidly for all other singular geodesics. So the integrated energy reaching an observer from the singularity will be zero. For the timelike naked singularities the luminosity function can be nonzero as the redshift is always finite and those can be more dangerous for CCC.
To summarize, in this work, under very general conditions we have shown that, even in case, null naked singularities (geometrically) form in a spherical gravitational collapse, a non-singular observer can never receive any energy (and so also information) from them i.e. we cannot observe them. This means physically they are always (essentially) censored.
This provides a strong support to CCC when there is a continuous gravitational collapse without any bounce, which will lead to a black hole or a null naked singularity. Though we have studied only ORNGs, the result can be easily generalized for nonradial null as well as timelike geodesics as seen for the TBL models earlier [6, 7, 8] and we will get K t blowing up when a family of geodesics comes out.
For the case when only central shell gets singular and other shells eventually bounce off, a timelike naked singularity forms and the redshift is always finite for such a case. Hence if other factors do not play a role one may be able to observe them. Therefore the study of timelike naked singularities will play more important role in proving or disproving CCC.
As such, it appears, only the central shell getting singular and rest of the shells bouncing off will need fine balance of factors i.e. it will need quite a bit of fine tuning and we would expect such timelike naked singularities will be rare.
Our main assumptions for getting the results are that the matter field is type I matter, the weak energy condition holds and there is no shell crossing at least in the neighborhood of central singularity. Essentially except massless fields representing radiation in a single direction, all physically observed matter fields fall under this category [1] . Our assumptions are most natural and typically we want them to hold for any physically relevant case. All the earlier known cases [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] of naked singularities in spherically symmetric gravitational collapse of type I matter field fall under our analysis. Our result is based only on local analysis of some Einstein equations and geodesic equations near the central singularity. We assumed that singularity forms in the gravitational collapse and then we analyzed them. If singularity does not form, then any way, we do not have to bother about their visibility and violation of cosmic censorship. The other Einstein's equations will put further restrictions on various functions and may even avoid formation of singularities in some cases. But the conclusions drawn here will be always valid.
Typically, even if shell crossing singularities form, extension of space-time through them is believed to be possible and they are not considered to be important for CCC. For us, as such, even if they appear, as long as they are not in the neighborhood of the central singularity, our results still hold for the shell focusing singularity. Basically we just have to do our scaling after the last shell crossing happens near the singularity.
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